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Abstract: In this study, an intelligent fuzzy system is used instead of mathematical 
models. The main core of the system is fuzzy rule base which maps decision 
space (Z) to solution space (X). The system is designed on noninferior region 
and gives a big picture of this region in the pattern of fuzzy rules. In addition, 
numerical examples of well-known NP-hard problems (i.e. multiobjective 
traveling salesman problem and multiobjective knapsack problem) are 
provided to clarify the accuracy of developed system. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

A multiobjective problem is generally defined as follows [21]: 

MaxF(x) = (f,(x),f2(x),..fp(x)) 
g,(x)<0 i = l , 2 , . . . ,m 
hj(x) = 0 j = l , 2 , . . . ,m' 
x > 0 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

where x is the vector with n decision variables, f: R" -> R"' are real valued 
functions which may be non-differentiable, discontinuous, non-smooth and 
generally difficult to express mathematically. On the other hand, g: R" -^ R'" 
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and h: R" -> R'" are also real valued functions. For simplicity, in this paper 
fi(x), f2(x)... fp(x) are shown as Zi, Z2... Zp respectively. 

In principle, multiobjective problems are very different than the single 
objective problems. In single objective problems, one attempts to obtain the 
best design or decision, which is usually the global minimum or maximum 
depending on the problem definition. In the case of mulfiobjective, there 
may not exist one solution which is the best (global minimum or maximum) 
with respect to all objectives; instead there exists a set of solutions which are 
superior respect to the rest of solutions in solution space when all objectives 
are considered but are inferior respect to other solutions in the space in one 
or more objectives. These tradeoff solutions are known as noninferior points 
[18]. In other word x is a noninferior solution if and only if 

^ 3 x ' G R " : V i 6 {] , . . . ,p}F, (x ' )>F, (x) A 3 i G {1, ..., p} F,(x') > F,(x) (5) 

To find such solutions, many mathematical and stochastic based methods 
are developed. In particular, the recent works are concentrated on 
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms [4]. But these approaches would not 
support unstructured or semi-structured problems. The approaches are 
founded on specified mathematical models and hence vagueness, 
imprecision and incompleteness can not be supported with these approaches 
[19]. 

In contrast, the knowledge based systems are traditionally used in such 
ill-structured cases of real world problems [10]. Specially, various rule based 
systems are developed in a wide range of ill-structured optimization 
problems. However, in mulfiobjective problems the applicafions are 
restricted to marginal or auxiliary of other implementation methods. 

The systems are used along with Meta-heuristics and even classical 
approaches. For example Nabrzski and Weglarz [15] introduced a rule based 
system aside with a Tabu search method to control Tabu list, choose 
neighbors, define aspiration level and change attributes. EESA [13] and 
PAMUCII [5] are other samples of such rule based applications. In 
applications with classical methods for example Poulos et al. [16] used fuzzy 
rule based system to control incremental changes of weights in a weighting 
method for a warehouse mulfiobjective problem. As another work, Agrell et 
al. [1] developed a rule based decision support system aside with 
Tchebycheff interactive method to provide an agro-ecological and economic 
assessment of various types of land uses. Also, Rasmy et al. [17] developed 
fuzzy expert system to extract priorities and aspiration levels based on 
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linguistic preferences and then convert multiobjective problems to 
equivalent goal programming model. 

Fuzzy rule bases are also used to extract unstructured objective functions 
of decision maker [2]. The fuzzy rules are developed with linguistic 
variables in antecedent and linguistic objectives in consequents and then 
Tsukamoto's fuzzy reasoning method is used to determine crisp 
mathematical structure of objective functions. Similarly, Sugeno's fuzzy 
reasoning method with fuzzy decision making method are used as MANFIS 
network, which is an extension of the ANFIS network for fuzzy 
multiobjective problems to extract related single objective model and then 
this model is optimized via genetic algorithm [3]. 

As shown in all applications, the rule bases are used with marginal roles. 
In contrast, in this study the rule bases are used with an original role. 
Specially in this study, a system constituting fuzzy rule-base is used [8]. 
Since decision maker interface is goal space (Z) and the system must 
produce the solutions, system inferencing is developed as Z to X mapping 
and fuzzy logic is used to support uncertainty [11]. Meanwhile, since the 
knowledge base is generated in noninferior region, the system can be used as 
an analyzer for decision maker and he/she can analyze various levels of 
goals and observe related solutions. Then the system not only searches the 
noninferior region but also helps analyzer to make the best decisions in this 
region [7]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 
structure of the system and describes the steps of system development. To 
clarify the performance of developed system, two well-known numerical 
examples (i.e. multiobjective TSP problem and multiobjective knapsack 
problem) are brought in section 3. The fuzzy rule-based system is developed 
for each example and results are explained clearly. Finally section 4 is 
devoted to conclusions and recommendations for future studies. 

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

The system structure developed in this paper is more attended to ill-
structured problems; ones which traditional methods can not acquit them. 
Originally, the system vision is different. In this vision instead of attending 
to the elements of the problem and generating complex mathematical models, 
concentration is made on global rules which the problem is dominated and 
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controlled with them. This is the reason of using rule bases in the structure of 
the system. 

On the other hand, most of real problems are defined in uncertain 
conditions with inadequate information. This vagueness and imprecision is 
supported with fuzzy logic [6] and hence fuzzy rule base is suggested for the 
system. 

In designing fuzzy rule-based systems, if familiar experts and elites exist, 
the rules can be extracted of them. But this operation may be bias of these 
specialists which will not be representative of real noninferior region. 

Another way may be usage of historical data. When set of historical data 
exists, the information can be evaluated to extract noninferior subset as an 
estimation of real noninferior population. This operation can be performed 
with simple procedure developed for extraction of real noninferior set. The 
outline of this procedure is as follows: 

Parameters: n: Size of target population, 
Ĥ : Set of inferior population, 

T: Set of noninferior population 
Generate initial solutions of size N = { n * ( l + K ) | 0 < K < l } : 
F = [f,(x), f2(x), ..., fp(x)] e RP I X e R" & |F| = n; 
SetN[' = 0 ; T = [F,x]; 
Noninferiority checking: 
For each F = [fj, fs, ..., fp] from 1 to N- 1, 

If F ^ ^ 
For each F' - [f,, f 2, ..., f p] from |F| to N 

If F ^ Ĥ  
If f, >= f, & f2 >= f2 & ... & fp >= fp 

T = T- {F};H^ = ^ + { F } ; 
Else if f, >= f, & f2 >= f2 & ... & fp >= fp 

Y = T- {F'};4' = ^ + { F ' } ; 
end 

end 
end 

end 
end 

In the next step, the resulted noninferior points are used in designing of 
fuzzy rule base. Rules are defined based on Gaussian membership functions; 
because in general cases, most of the membership functions are converged to 
this typical smooth one [12]: 
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^,([F(x), X]) =EXP 
-([F(x),x]-[F(x,),xJ)^ 

^^[F(x) ,x] 

, [F(x), xjeRP""", i = l,2,...n (6) 

where n is number of noninferior points and CJ[F(X),X] is defined as follows: 

^[F(.x),x] 

X[F(X,) ,XJV.([F(X),X]) r^[F(x,),xJ^.([F(x),x]) 
.2\ 

(7) 

Then, the fuzzy rules R: A -> B are defined as follows [14]: 

A,= J(^^(f(x))|f(x)) j = l,2,...,p 
f{x)eR'' 

B,= |(^,(x)|x) i = l,2,...,n 

(8) 

(9) 

Now, Mamdani inferencing system [12] is used on developed rules to 
constitute the fuzzy rule base. Let z as the input vector of decision space, 
then the rule Rr is fired as follows: 

(10) 

and then, the inferred consequences are obtained as follows: 

xeR" 

Finally, the aggregation is performed as follows: 

(11) 

^^°-(x)=v^^r'^"W (12) 

The t-norm and t-conorm operators either may be simple, such as 
standard, product, drastic and bounded operators or may be parametric such 
as Yager class, Schweizer & Sklar classes, Hamacher class and Dubois class 
[22]. 

Finally, the solutions must be defuzzified to obtain crisp trading values. 
In this part also parametric and non-parametric methods can be used. 
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Specially, SLIDE generalized defuzzification method [20] is applied as 
follows: 

(1-ß) jx|i;^(x)dx + ß jx|a;^(x)dx 
-_ ieL leH 

(1-ß) j^r(x)dx+ß j<(x)dx 
a e [0 , Height(^.(x))], ß e [0, (13) 

where L = {i | \x{x) < a} and H = {i | \x{Xy) > a}. 

It should be attended that most of noninferior points are not sensible for 
decision maker and it is necessary to focus on the highlighted areas; the 
work which is not performed with traditional methods. 

These sensible points are supported in the system at arrival to fuzzy rule-
based system. In fact an activated area is given to the system instead of 
entire area. Focusing in activated area may be performed by decision maker. 
Generally managers and specialists continuously impact with various 
objectives of the firm such as price, quality, and delivery and hence can 
comfortably explain critical interval of changes in each objective [9]. This is 
one of the reasons that Z to X mapping is suggested for the system. In fact, 
the arrival to the system is what the decision maker knows (z) and the 
departure of the system is what the decision maker wants (x). 

Now, suppose the situation that activation area is not sensible for 
decision maker; then this area must be obtained by the system. In existence 
of mathematical structure following payoff table can be produced with the 
optimal solutions. 

Table 1: Payoff table of optimal solutions 

X | * 

X2* 

Xp* 

f| 

fi(x,*) 

f , (X2*) 

f l (Xp*) 

f2 

« X , * ) 

f2(X2*) 

f2(Xp*) 

fp 

fp(x,*) 

fp(X2*) 

fp(Xp*) 

In above table, the positive ideal and negative-ideal solutions can be 
identified as follows: 

A'^ V; I v ; = Max 
fjC^*) 

f,(^*) 
Vr I Vr = M i n ^ — — 

f j ( ^ i * 

(14) 
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Then, similar to TOPSIS method, the following index gives decision 
maker an idea to determine the boundaries of activated areas: 

h.-^; 
K-v; +h,-v; f,(x:) 

v̂ ^ =—•' 
Jl (15) 

When activation area is obtained, this area is atomized to set of grid 
points by splitting the intervals and producing ordered vector of goal values. 
This is the set of points which are given to fuzzy rule-based system as 
activation points. The generation of these points is integrated in the system 
as "Z Generator" gate. 

Finally, the output of the system is projected in decision space in order to 
evaluate the resultant performance of the system 

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In this section, to clarify the performance of fuzzy rule-based system, two 
well-known problems of multiobjective traveling salesman problem 
(MOTSP) and multiobjective knapsack problem (MOKP) are suggested and 
the system is developed for each of them. In this study, programs are 
developed with MATALB software on the Pentium personal computer. 

3.1 Multiobjective TSP problem (MOTSP) 

MOTSP is formulated in the following way. Let U = {1, 2... n} be the set 
of cities and Ö^\ Ö'^\ ..., Ĉ ''̂  the distance matrices of cities. Also let X = 
{x,, I i, j G U} be the binary matrix of decision variables. Then the 
multiobjective TSP problem is formulated as follows: 

Min F(X) = (d^^ * X, d^^ * X ... d^^ * X) (16) 

Subject to: 

||Xi|h&||Xj||, = l V i J e U (17) 

Y^Yu^a-^ VVc:U(V^0 , V:?̂ U) (18) 
ieV ietlW 

x,j = [0, 1] V i j G U (19) 

Obviously, while single objective of this problem is NP-hard, the 
multiobjective ones, is also NP-Hard. The MOTSP solutions can be 
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represented as a sequence of cities with related objective values. Let S be 
solution of the problem, then S can be represented as follows: 

S = [f,(U^f2(U°), ...,fp(U^),U^] (20) 

where U^ is the ordered set of U based on the sequence of cities. Since 
only n! sequences of the cities can be generated, n! S solutions can be 
produced. 

In this study, a bi-objective model is developed with opposite goals (Max 
profit and Min Risk) for 8 cities problem (because of restriction in 
illustration, 8 cities problem is selected). Ĉ *̂  and Ĉ ^̂  are generated 
randomly with uniform distribution in the ranges of [0, 100] and [0, 10] 
respectively. 

As the beginning, 5000 S solutions are generated. This is approximately 
%10 of total solutions. The operation is performed in the time 2.344". Then 
noninferior solutions are extracted using noninferior procedure. Interestingly 
from 5000 random points only 8 noninferior solutions are extracted in the 
time less than O.OT. In the next stage, fuzzy rules are developed. 
Membership functions are selected based on Gaussian functions with 
uniform variance on the activation area. The activation area of outputs is 
selected in the range [0, 8] to support city selection (The output must be 
rounded to obtain selected cities). The activation area of inputs is obtained as 
240 < Zi < 360 and 1 < Z2 < 2.5. The operators are selected by default in the 
Mamdani system and finally the following rule base is obtained: 

21 = 2-54 22 = 1.02 
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Figure 1. Fuzzy rule base of MOTSP problem 
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This rule base is constructed on noninferior region, and then changing the 
goal levels (zi and Z2) by simply sliding the red lines, caused other 
noninferior path solutions. In fact, the system let decision maker to analyze 
various solutions based on various decisional levels. While in traditional 
methods even in Meta heuristic ones, this analyzing needs a lot of repetitive 
calculations with huge time consumption, in this system decision maker can 
analyze various paths with various profit and distance and then select the 
pleasure ones easily and simply. 

As an additional work, to examine the performance of developed system, 
the activated area (i.e. 240 <Z\ < 360 and 1 < Z2 < 2.5) is divided to the grids 
with the rates 1 and 0.1 respectively. Then each couple points of grid region 
is given to the system as input values (ziand Z2) and on the other hand, the 
system generates outputs as a sequence of the cities immediately. 

After rounding the solutions, a validation test is performed on the 
sequences and accordingly, 1831 solutions are accepted from 1936 ones (i.e. 
%94.58 of solutions). The checking process is performed in only 1.762". 

The accepted solutions are projected in decisional space. The result was 
wonderful. While input space is complete grid points, the output projection 
space is quite adapted to the noninferior region; such as shown in the 
following Figure. 

M0TSP 

Figure 2. Comparison of resulted points and noninferior points in MOTSP problem 
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3.2 Multiobjective knapsack problem (MOKP) 

MOKP is formulated in the following way. Let g be vector of element 
weights and ĉ \̂ ĉ \̂ ..., ĉ ''̂  vectors of element values. Then multiobjective 
knapsack problem is formulated as follows: 

Max F(y) = (ĉ ^̂  y, ĉ^̂  y ... ĉ^̂  y) 
gy<G 
y e [0,1] 

(21) 
(22) 
(23) 

where G is a scalar value corresponding to the knapsack size and y is the 
vector of variables. 

Again, in this example a bi-objective model with opposite goals (Max 
confidence, Min cost) and 8 items is developed. The weights are generated 
randomly in the range [0, 1] and G is set to G =||g||i/2. The vectors of 
element values are generated randomly; but in different ranges, ĉ '̂  is 
generated in the range [0, 1] while ĉ ^̂  is generated in [0, 1000]. 

Similar to previous example, the work is begun with generation of 
random binary vector (y). Since the model is mono-constraint, the feasibility 
of random solutions is checked and only feasible ones are used. In this 
fashion, 1000 random feasible solutions are generated at 0.07^ Then, using 
described noninferior procedure, 8 noninferior solutions are extracted in the 
time less than O.OT. The obtained noninferior points are used in rule 
construction. 
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Figure 3. Fuzzy rule base of MOKP problem 
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Again Mamdani system is used with default operators and membership 
functions. While outputs range are obviously [0, 1], the inputs range are 
obtained by plotting initial feasible solutions as 0 < Z| < 3.5 and 0 < Z2 < 
4000. Finally the generated rule base is obtained as shown in Figure 3. 

Such as shown, the outputs are always binary values and feasible in 
noninferior region. Then the system can be used as an analyzer of various 
goal levels and the related solutions. In fact, decision maker can select 
various subsets of elements based on the desired composition of goals in 
noninferior region without any additional computation efforts. 

Similar to previous example, to show the performance of the system, a 
grid point set of activation area (i.e. 0 < Zi < 3.5 and 0 < Z2 < 3500) is 
generated with step sizes 0.1 and 10 respectively and couple points (zi, Zj) 
are given to the system. The outputs are produced immediately as binary 
vectors. Then, the feasibility test is performed on the solutions and all of 
12636 solutions are accepted. The solutions are projected in decisional space 
as illustrated in the following figure. Such as shown, the solutions fall in the 
noninferior boundaries; while the inputs of the system were couple points 
from all of activation area. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of resulted points and noninferior points in MOKP problem 
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4. FUTURE STUDIES 

The system structure can also be suggested as another aspect of future 
study. Some of real problems have not been constructed in predefined 
domain theory and would not be explained with rules. In these situations, 
some features are defined for the problem and then an analogical inferencing 
system along with historical case base is used as case-based reasoning (CBR) 
system instead of rule-based reasoning (RBR) system. The system is more 
suitable for ill-structured problems and the problems which can not be 
represented with mathematical models. 
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